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the stone oven, with electricity running through its veins, sits in the
heart of the bakery. burnished with use, its lips closed, quietly resting
until its mouth is full of soft lumps of dough. as quick as lightening, it
swallows everything up and with an tick of the clock, out comes the

most marvelous loaves, perfectly cracked & lightly browned. the oven
may have a new friend at the bakery. a newer model, fitted like a walk-

in closet. able to cook 150 loaves a time. but it still holds its place as
the original oven. used for special loaves. traditional loaves. its coveted.
its important. because too few bakeries are able to, and desire to, bake
in this cumbersome way. yet, hard work pays off, and the proof is in the

taste. this sounds great and all, but the thing is, asian parents then
expect a return on their investment, basically. their kids are expected to

excel in school, graduate, make it into a good college, graduate, then
get a high-paying job and then help their parents. children going off and

making their own lives completely separate from their parents is a
western thing, and really not what most asian immigrant parents expect
to happen. so they consciously or unconsciously put all this pressure on

their children. i think of daniel a lot, though i rarely think about him
when im home. and when im home, im rarely thinking about him as a
person, but as my friend, as a guy, as someone ive known for years. i

think about the girls, and their parents, and the circumstances, and the
darkness that led to the deaths. i think about the lies i heard, and the
ones i didnt hear. i think about how i might have been able to make
things different. i think about the crappy life hes had and how i want
nothing more than to give him a better one. i think about him as a

person. but mostly, i think about him as an enigma, an enigma that i
cant help but admire, a guy who has spent all his years in jail, and never
once cracked. i wasnt impressed when i first heard that story, but now i
think about the implications of it. this man has spent years in jail, and

yet hes never once done anything wrong. he has never misbehaved, he
has never got into trouble. im not sure if hes ever been in trouble.

daniel, who always made me laugh, who i will never forget, is just a guy,
after all, and my thoughts keep returning to that single fact. its simple.
so simple. but in its simplicity it is the defining characteristic of daniel. i
think about how i didnt see it, or didnt want to see it, how i didnt want
to see it, how i didnt want to know, and that this is exactly what hes

done in that jail all these years, this is exactly the reason he remains a
mystery. because he hasnt done anything wrong. and this is the reason
why. and now that i have given him the benefit of the doubt, the benefit

of the doubt im owed, i cant help but think of the possibilities, the
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endless possibilities of what he could do outside the walls of the jail.
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